Subliminal

Robert Dawes is a hard man to say no to. In fact, its almost impossible not to let him have his
way. After using his charm to construct the perfect life and conquer his part of the corporate
world, he meets a stranger who tells him the real reason for his success. Robert is
subconsciously controlling the minds of others. There are more people like Robert. Some
want to help him develop his abilities, some want to harness his power for their own ends. As
Robert struggles to control his growing power before it consumes him, he is drawn into a
conflict that threatens his sanity, his family, and the future of mankind.
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subliminal definition: 1. not recognized or understood by the conscious mind, but still having
an influence on it: 2. Subliminal advertising tries to influence people. Subliminal stimuli
(/s?b?l?m?n?l/) (the prefix sup- literally below, or less than , while the prefix sub- literally up
to ), contrary to supraliminal stimuli or above threshold , are any sensory stimuli below an
individual's threshold for conscious perception. Each of your five senses constantly sends new
information to your brain. And there's another way your brain receives information: through
subliminal messages. 1: inadequate to produce a sensation or a perception. 2: existing or
functioning below the threshold of consciousness the subliminal mind subliminal advertising.
Other Words from subliminal. 15 Jun - 7 min - Uploaded by BBC Earth Lab Are we
free-willed and self-aware or could it be that we are just confused apes in the thrall of our.
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